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11Abstract For collaboration in learning situations, it is important to know what the
12collaborators know. However, developing such knowledge is difficult, especially for newly
13formed groups participating in a computer-supported collaboration. The solution for this
14problem described in this paper is to provide to group members access to the knowledge
15structures and the information resources of their collaboration partners in the form of digital
16concept maps. In an empirical study, 20 triads having access to such maps and 20 triads
17collaborating without such maps are compared regarding their group performance in
18problem-solving tasks. Results showed that the triads being provided with such concept
19maps acquired more knowledge about the others’ knowledge structures and information,
20focused while collaborating mainly on problem-relevant information, and therefore, solved
21the problems faster and more often correctly, compared to triads with no access to their
22collaborators’ maps.

23Keywords Computer-supported collaboration . Computer-supported collaborative problem
24solving . Group awareness . Knowledge and information awareness
25

26Introduction

27In our information society, computer-supported collaboration becomes increasingly
28important. However, efficient computer-supported collaboration is not easy to achieve.
29One of the reasons for this problem that is often cited is the reduced contextual information
30in such settings (Kiesler et al. 1984). However, in this paper, we direct our attention to
31another problem that may cause difficulties in computer-supported collaboration but that, to
32date, has not been given much consideration in researching computer-supported
33collaborative learning (CSCL): The problem refers to not knowing what the partners know
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34and occurs when group members, who are collaborating computer-supported, do not know
35each other. Research results of other fields, such as social cognitive psychology or
36discourse psychology, have shown how important it is for collaboration to know what the
37collaboration partner(s) know. However, the acquisition of such knowledge about the
38knowledge of others is difficult (cf. Nickerson 1999), in our opinion, especially in CSCL
39settings with its reduced contextual information. In this paper, a solution for this problem is
40suggested and its appropriateness is tested in an empirical study.
41First, we discuss the importance of computer-supported collaboration and its inherent
42problems. Then we explain why it is important in group situations to be informed about the
43others’ knowledge and why it is difficult to develop accurate knowledge about what others
44know. Further, we describe that the problems increase for group members who do not know
45each other and who must collaborate computer-supported. Subsequently, a solution
46approach is illustrated before the empirical study investigating its appropriateness is
47described. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusions.

48The importance of computer-supported collaboration and inherent problems

49In the era of an information society and globalization, collaboration over distance
50becomes increasingly important: Due to the ever-increasing amount of knowledge in
51different fields, there has also been an increase in the specialization of experts.
52Therefore, many problems have become increasingly complex and require contributions
53from people with diverse expertise. As these experts often cannot meet in person due
54to, for example, time constraints, there is a need to collaborate on a computer-mediated
55basis.
56Imagine the following situation: Due to environmental problems, the spruce forest in a
57specific area is at high risk. Three spruce experts who have different knowledge of pests,
58pesticides, mineral nutrients, and fertilizers and who are located at three famous institutions
59are ordered to rescue this spruce forest. Due to other obligations, they do not have time to
60meet in person and, therefore, have to contribute to the solution of this problem on a
61computer-supported basis.
62Computer-supported collaboration allows group members to work together although
63they are spatially distributed. However, despite this spatial flexibility of computer-
64supported collaboration and other advantages (cf. Fjermestad 2004), research results also
65show that efficient computer-supported collaboration is not easy to achieve. For example,
66according to Kreijns et al. (2003) interaction between the group members will not
67automatically occur just because the technology used allows social interaction. Following
68Janssen et al. (2007), groups who are collaborating on a computer-supported basis often
69have interaction problems, especially problems in communication and coordination. Also,
70according to Q1Malone and Crowston (1994), coordination as the process of “managing
71dependencies between activities” (p. 90) is quite demanding in a computer-supported
72setting. As a reason for these kinds of problems in computer-supported collaboration, one
73often finds references in the literature to the reduced contextual information, such as
74nonverbal communication or emotional signals, as compared to face-to-face situations
75(Kiesler et al. 1984). Therefore, it is important that CSCL environments provide learners
76with information that they need to collaborate effectively. In this context, it should be
77pointed out that CSCL environments may even include and provide information which is
78not available to the learner in normal face-to-face situations. This advantage has to be used
79in order to find a solution to the following problem.
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80Especially in computer-supported collaborative learning settings, another important
81reason may cause problems in collaboration, namely, not knowing what others know: A
82reason that to date, has not yet been given much consideration in CSCL research.

83The importance of knowing what others know in collaborative situations

84In CSCL settings, quite often group members do not know each other. Referring to our
85example, it is not unusual that enlisted experts who are asked to solve problems jointly do
86not know enough about each other. However, as different research approaches described in
87the following all demonstrate, it is important for collaboration that a group member knows
88what his/her collaborators know.
89First, in the field of discourse psychology, empirical studies on communication (e.g.,
90Fussell and Krauss 1989a,b) have shown that the behaviour of a specific person with regard
91to others is strongly influenced by the person’s knowledge about what the others know: For
92example, in research on audience design, evidence was given that people adapt their verbal
93descriptions of objects depending on whom they expect would later use their descriptions
94(e.g., Dehler et al. 2007).
95Second, in the field of social cognition, the knowledge imputing approach of Nickerson
96(1999) pointed out that communication partners need to have a reasonably accurate idea of
97what their communication partners know and do not know to be able to communicate
98effectively. Nickerson argues that not knowing what others know can lead to miscommu-
99nication and embarrassment. For example, overestimating the knowledge of one’s
100communication partner may result in talking over his/her head, while underestimating the
101partner’s knowledge may result in talking down to him/her. Both inhibit being able to
102communicate effectively. Further, without being able to communicate effectively, it is not
103possible to collaborate effectively (e.g., Clark and Brennan 1991).
104Third, also in the field of social cognitive psychology, Wegner’s theory of transactive
105memory system (Wegner 1986, 1995) highlights the importance of knowing what others
106know. A transactive memory system provides a group with information about where in the
107group, that is, in which individual memory, specific knowledge is stored. However, it is
108more than that: A transactive memory system is defined as “a set of individual memory
109systems in combination with the communication that takes place between individuals”
110(Wegner 1986, p. 186). Much empirical evidence exists showing that an efficient
111transactive memory system results in an increased group performance (e.g., Liang et al.
1121995).
113To sum up, knowing about the others’ knowledge does not only result in a behavioural
114change, it also improves communication and collaboration and, as a result, group
115performance. Therefore, it is important to know what others really know. However, as
116described in the next section, it is difficult to develop an accurate idea of the knowledge of
117others.

118Problems inherent in the development of knowing what others know

119The difficulty of developing knowledge about the partners’ knowledge arises from the
120processes for developing such knowledge: Nickerson (1999) highlights that, in the first step
121for generating knowledge about others’ knowledge, “one uses one’s own knowledge as the
122primary basis for developing [an idea of what others know]” (p. 737). This may work in
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123some situations, but it “often results in imputing to others knowledge that they do not have”
124(p. 737). Therefore, people often overestimate the probability that another knows something
125that one knows oneself (e.g., Fussell and Krauss 1991; Keysar et al. 1995).
126In addition, Nickerson (1999) points out that in the next step, people adapt their idea
127about the knowledge of others as a consequence of interacting with them, provided there is
128the possibility for interacting. Different types of cues are used in this process, particularly
129behavioural or categorical information (Krauss and Fussell 1991): For example, one can
130observe the behaviour of her/his partners; one can also directly pose questions to the others
131by asking “do you know anything about ...” questions, or one can also evaluate the category
132membership of others in order to develop a model regarding the knowledge of others
133(Nickerson 1999).
134However, within all these mentioned possibilities, mistakes in judgment may happen:
135One can infer wrongly from what one saw, heard, or evaluated (cf. Nickerson 1999, for a
136detailed description of possible misjudgments). We would like to add that the opportunity to
137perceive and interpret such cues is not always available or at least strongly reduced,
138especially in CSCL settings.
139Further, according to the transactive memory system approach of Wegner (1986), groups
140need a sufficient period of time to get to know each other in order to establish an effective
141transactive memory system.
142To sum up, the problems associated with generating an idea of others’ knowledge are
143that the group members tend to overestimate the similarity of “oneself” and others—that is,
144they tend to impute their own knowledge to others, and they also may misjudge perceived
145cues. They also need a sufficient period of time for interaction in their group.
146Due to both the need for being informed about the other group members’ knowledge and
147the problems in developing an accurate idea of others’ knowledge, it is important to support
148these members in developing it. The development of such an accurate idea is much more
149difficult for newly formed groups in which the group members are unknown to each other.
150As an example, this could be experts brought together to solve a problem, having to start
151solving the problem directly and, therefore, not having time to get to know each other and
152to establish a transactive memory system. In this case, there is a high risk that they will
153misjudge their group members’ knowledge, resulting in poor group performance. However,
154it could become even more difficult; namely, if the experts who are unknown to each other
155are not able to meet face-to-face, but instead have to collaborate and solve the problem on a
156computer-mediated basis. They are additionally confronted with the problems of groups
157collaborating computer-supported, in which the cues for developing a model of others’
158knowledge are highly restricted.
159In the next section, a solution for this problem is presented that supports such virtual
160groups to improve collaboration and, therefore, their group performance by supplementing
161the missing knowledge about the knowledge of others.

162Providing access to the others’ knowledge and information

163As described in group situations, there is a need to be informed about the knowledge of the
164collaboration partners. However, being informed about others’ knowledge is not enough.
165As some authors state, it is also increasingly important to know where to find the required
166information (e.g., Siemens 2005; Tergan 2005). In this context, it is important to
167differentiate between the terms knowledge and information: We refer to the term
168information to describe contents outside of the cognitive system of a person. It is
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169something to which the individuals have potential access, but is yet unknown. For example,
170a person would like to read a new book. This book is regarded to be information for her
171because she does not know the contents of the book; however, she has access to this book.
172After she has read this book intensively, she knows the content of the book, that is, she has
173the content cognitively processed. From this book, she could gain knowledge. Therefore,
174we refer to the term knowledge to describe something inside the cognitive system of a
175person. Knowledge is the content that is already cognitively processed and imbedded in the
176existing mental knowledge structures of a person (cf. Keller and Tergan 2005). In our
177opinion, it is important to know not only what knowledge other individuals have, but also
178from which information they have acquired their knowledge, in order to be able to evaluate
179the quality of this knowledge or to acquire one’s own knowledge independently.
180Therefore, the focus of our research is on fostering one’s knowledge about both the
181others’ knowledge and the others’ access to information which they have used to acquire
182their own knowledge. For example, we inform Mary that Betty has knowledge about a
183specific fertilizer, but also that Betty has access to information, for instance, in the form of a
184link on the Web describing this type of fertilizer in detail. We call this type of knowing
185about others’ knowledge—and information underlying this knowledge—“knowledge and
186information awareness” (e.g., Engelmann et al. 2010).
187The construct knowledge and information awareness may be classified in the
188superordinate category of group awareness which is defined as “consciousness and
189information of various aspects of the group and its members” (Gross et al. 2005, p. 327).
190Instead of providing group members with direct instructions (e.g., collaboration scripts),
191group awareness approaches provide group members with relevant information about their
192collaborators, the collaborators’ activity, the situation, or specific processes and occurrences
193in the group (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002). In the case of a knowledge and information
194awareness approach, the group members are informed regarding the others’ knowledge and
195information underlying this knowledge.
196In the study described in this paper, knowledge and information awareness is fostered by
197means of a particular tool which is operationalized by means of digital concept maps.
198Concept maps, developed by Joseph D. Novak (e.g., Novak and Gowin 1984), are a type of
199knowledge visualization for representing the knowledge of an individual by means of nodes,
200displaying concepts and labelled links between the nodes, representing the relations between
201the concepts. Traditional concept maps only visualize abstract conceptual knowledge, that is,
202the concepts and the relations between them, leaving out the information underlying the
203concepts (e.g., Tergan et al. 2006). By contrast, advanced digital concept mapping tools—like
204CmapTools (see http://cmap.ihmc.us/—provide) added functionality that allows direct access
205to sources of information. For example, if users do not understand a specific concept in a
206digital concept map, they can access the information which describes this concept in more
207detail by mouse clicking on this concept. Therefore, this digital concept mapping tool is
208especially well-suited to foster knowledge and information awareness; this has been already
209shown in the empirical study by Engelmann et al. (2010) for simulated virtual groups.

210Empirical study

211The goals of the empirical study presented in this paper are first to show that being
212provided with the collaboration partners’ concept maps containing their knowledge
213structures and underlying information resources fosters knowledge and information
214awareness. This should replicate the findings of the study by Engelmann et al. (2010).
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215(Note, however, that here we have “real” virtual groups, rather than simulated virtual
216groups in which the group members were only separated by partition walls and, therefore,
217could not see each other but could hear each other.) Second, the study should provide
218evidence that using such concept maps of the collaborators improves collaboration. Third,
219by means of this study, it should be shown that improved collaboration will positively
220influence collaborative problem solving.

221Method

222According to the design of the experimental study, two conditions are compared (see
223Table 1): In the control condition, the group members could only see a shared working
224window and one’s own individual concept map containing one’s own knowledge structures
225and underlying information. In an experimental condition, the group members were
226additionally provided with the individual digital concept maps of each of their collaborators.

227Participants Participants were 120 university students (82 female, 38 male) from different
228fields of study having an average age of 23.48 years (SD=4.33). They volunteered to
229participate for either payment or course credit. The participants were randomly assigned to
230either the experimental condition or to the control condition. Each group consisted of three
231participants, resulting in 20 control groups and 20 experimental groups. The group
232compositions regarding gender were equal between the two conditions: In each condition,
233we had six groups consisting of three women, ten groups consisting of two women and one
234man, three groups consisting of one woman and two men, and one group consisting of three
235men. The degree of acquaintance between the group members was controlled by
236questionnaire items asking the group members whether they knew one or both of the
237collaborators. There was no significant difference between the conditions regarding the
238degree of acquaintance (MC=0.75; ME=1.25; F(1,38)=1.92; MSE=1.30; p>.05). In addition,
239the degree of acquaintance did not have an effect on the dependent measures (all Fs<1).

240Materials and procedure Each group member of a triad was sitting in a separate room.
241Each of the rooms was equipped with a desk and a computer. In the collaborative phase of
242the study, the students could communicate with each other by using Skype, a free Web-
243based Internet phone software. The experimental environment was realized by using the
244software CmapTools. The experiment took place in German. Therefore, for this paper, all
245materials that were used in the study have been translated.
246The students were required to work in a synchronous fashion with net-based, shared, and
247unshared desktop working windows. The experimental environment used in this study
248provided information elements that are necessary for rescuing a fictitious kind of spruce
249forest. These information elements consisted of 13 concepts, 30 relations between these
250concepts, and 13 (task irrelevant) pieces of background information (in parts divisible into
251sub-elements) (see Fig. 1).

t1.1 Table 1 Design of the experimental study

t1.2 Independent measures Experimental condition:
With access to the digital
concept maps of the knowledge
structures and information
resources of the others

Control condition:
Without access to the digital
concept maps of the knowledge
structures and information
resources of the others

t1.3 Number of triads 20 triads 20 triads

T. Engelmann, F.W. Hesse
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252These information elements were evenly distributed among the three group members:
253Each group member was provided with an individual concept map containing two unshared
254concepts, five shared concepts (with one or both other participant(s)), seven unshared
255relations, and six shared relations (with one other participant) (see Fig. 2). In addition, each
256participant was provided with two shared (with one other participant) and five unshared
257pieces of background information.
258The procedure (see Table 2): At the beginning of the study, the participants were asked
259to complete an online questionnaire (25 multiple-choice items designed as five-point rating
260scales ranging from complete agreement to no agreement) aimed at assessing control
261variables, such as experience with computers (item-example: “I often use the computer”),
262mapping techniques (item-example: “I know what a concept map is”), and group work
263(item-example: “I often work together with others”).
264Following the online questionnaire, they received an introduction to—and practiced
265using—CmapTools. After ensuring that all participants could use CmapTools without

Fig. 1 Overview of the information elements used for the group task
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266difficulty, they then started with individual phase 1 of the experiment. At the outset of this
267phase, the group members were informed about the main task of the study by reading a
268handout: They were told that, for purposes of the experiment, they were three experts
269(expert a, b, and c) who have to collaborate in order to protect a spruce forest. They were
270further told that they should imagine that they had created a concept map containing her/his
271own knowledge and information a long time ago and, therefore, had to review their domain
272expertise for being prepared for the following collaborative task. To review their domain
273expertise, each group member was provided with a pre-created individual concept map

t2.1 Table 2 Procedure of the experimental study

t2.2 Control condition Experimental condition

t2.3 Pre-phase: individual Assessing control variables Assessing control variables

t2.4 Practicing using CmapTools Practicing using CmapTools

t2.5 Main phase: individual Introduction to the tasks Introduction to the tasks

t2.6 “Reviewing” (i.e. viewing) one’s
own concept map (10 min)

“Reviewing” (i.e. viewing) one’s
own concept map (10 min)

t2.7 Further 5 min for “reviewing”
one’s own map

Additionally viewing one’s own
map, viewing the maps of the
others (5 min)

t2.8 “Manipulation check 1” to measure
the amount of knowledge acquired
from one’s own map

Manipulation check 1 to measure
the amount of knowledge acquired
from one’s own map and the maps
of others

t2.9 Main phase: collaborative Collaborative problem-solving:
Each group member had access
to one’s own concept map and
to the shared working window
for creating a group concept map.

Collaborative problem-solving:
Each group member had access to
one’s own concept map and to the
shared working window for creating
a group concept map, but also to
the individual concept maps
of the others.

t2.10 Post-phase: individual Manipulation check 2:
knowledge test to measure
the acquired knowledge from
the maps

Manipulation check 2: knowledge
test to measure the acquired
knowledge from the maps

t2.11 Assessing evaluative data Assessing evaluative data

Fig. 2 Distribution of the information elements among the three group members
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274containing the conceptual knowledge (i.e., concepts and relations) and background
275information (underlying the conceptual knowledge). Each of the three experts of a group
276had his/her own map, containing shared and unshared pieces of knowledge and information
277(see Fig. 2). The group members did not receive any additional material on the domain. The
278group members had 10 min for viewing their individual map.
279In the individual phase 2, each participant in the control condition had 5 min to examine
280his/her own map again (see Fig. 3, left side). Each participant in the experimental condition,
281however, had 5 min to view his/her own map, as well as the maps of his/her collaborators
282(see Fig. 3, right side).
283After this activity, all participants were asked to fill out individually a paper and pencil
284questionnaire used as a manipulation check. This questionnaire, having 15 multiple-choice
285items, measured the amount of knowledge that the participants had acquired from the map
286(s) (i.e., for the experimental condition from both their own map and the maps of the other
287group members, and, for the control condition only from their own map). Examples of
288items are: “Please mark which expert(s) had information about the fidget-grub—Expert A,
289B, or C?” or “Please mark which expert(s) had information about the fertilizer that yields
290nitrate—Expert A,B, or C?”.
291Subsequently, the collaborative phase started: The three group members had to
292collaborate to solve two problems—namely, which pesticide and which fertilizer they
293would use to protect and to cultivate the spruce forest. They had to start with the pesticide
294problem. To solve this problem, the three experts had to compile their knowledge and
295information resources regarding reproduction and dangerousness of different pests and had
296to specify which pests they must exterminate most aggressively in order to be able to
297choose the correct pesticide. Only if the correct pesticide was chosen, the fertilizer problem

Fig. 3 Individual phase 2 (left: control condition; right: experimental condition)
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298could be correctly solved; that is, the fertilizer problem was based on the pesticide problem.
299In order to solve the second problem, the experts needed to compile their knowledge and
300information regarding the mineral nutrients required in the soil. The solution of the
301pesticide problem influenced this decision because the different pesticides had different
302effects on the soil. The experts were told that there was only one possible correct solution
303for each problem. To compile their knowledge and information, the group members used a
304shared working window to create a mutual digital concept map containing the knowledge
305and information they were provided in the individual phase. In addition to the creation of a
306group map, the groups were asked to write on a sheet of paper their common solutions to
307the two problems and the reasons why they chose their solutions. They were instructed that
308one of the three experts should do this, in order to assure that they had negotiated common
309solutions. The participants had 40 min for collaboration. During this phase, they could
310speak with each other by using Skype. In the control condition, the participants could only
311see their own working window and the shared working window (see Fig. 4). In the
312experimental condition, the participants also saw the individual maps of their collaborators
313(see Fig. 4). In this collaboration phase, creating group maps and communication were
314recorded by using Camtasia. Also log files of the creation of group maps were recorded.

Fig. 4 Collaborative phase (above: control condition; below: experimental condition)
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315After this collaborative phase, again an individual phase began: First the participants
316were given another knowledge test to measure, among others, their knowledge regarding
317the knowledge structures and information resources of their group partners. In this test
318phase containing 36 multiple-choice test items, the experimental environment was no
319longer available. There were no time limits on this test. The items were of a similar type as
320the items of the manipulation check, but not identical. An item example is: “Please mark
321which expert(s) had information about the relation between RP/2 and the fidget-grub—
322Expert A, B, or C?”
323At the end of the study, participants filled out a questionnaire assessing by five-point
324rating scales ranging from complete agreement to no agreement, for example, aspects of
325collaboration (item example: “I had the feeling that we worked together at the task”),
326communication (item example: “The others responded to my comments”), and coordination
327(item example: “Our coordination improved in the course of time”), as well as the use of
328CmapTools (item example: “I had difficulties in drawing relations”), and the helpfulness of
329seeing the individual digital concept maps with the knowledge structures and the
330information resources of the others (item example: “Seeing the individual maps of the
331others was helpful”). The questionnaire contained 57 items in the control condition; due to
332some additional items referring to the usefulness of seeing the others’ concept maps
333containing their knowledge and information, there were 63 items in the experimental
334condition. 335

336Expectations

337As already explained, knowing what others know—and to which information they have
338access—should improve collaboration and, as a result, group performance. In the current
339study, individual concept maps representing the knowledge structures and underlying
340information resources of the collaborators were offered for acquiring knowledge about what
341the others know and to which information they have access.

342Postulated effect on collaboration Because the members of the control condition were not
343provided with the individual concept maps of their partners (i.e., they had no direct access
344to the knowledge and its underlying information of their collaboration partners), it was
345suspected that they first would start to collect as much information as possible before they
346would begin with problem solving. In contrast, the members of the experimental groups had
347direct access to the others’ knowledge and information and, therefore, information
348collecting would not be as important as in the control groups. Thus, it was expected that
349the experimental groups would start earlier with the problem-solving process compared to
350the control groups and, as a result, would be finished earlier with the problem-solving
351process.

352Postulated effect on group maps In this study, it was not only expected that the groups in
353the experimental condition would be faster regarding the different problem-solving phases
354but furthermore, it was expected that they would create group maps that are more problem-
355oriented, that is, maps that only contain problem-relevant aspects leaving out irrelevant
356information.

357Postulated effect on problem solutions It is expected that group maps containing only the
358task-relevant information—and therefore being more suited for problem solving—would
359improve collaborative problem-solving performance. 360
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361Dependent measures

362The following dependent measures were assessed:

363Time differences regarding collaborative problem-solving activities In order to assess the
364collaboration processes, the video and audio files were recorded and analyzed with
365regard to the start time and end time (in seconds) of collaborative problem-solving
366activities. Ten different measurements are differentiated: (1) the start of creating the first
367part of the map for solving the pesticide problem (i.e., the time when the first node of
368the first map part is drawn), (2) the end of this activity (i.e., the time when the last
369node or relation of the first map part is drawn, compared to the end version of the map
370of the group), (3 and 4) starting and ending time of creating the second map part for
371solving the fertilizer problem, (5 and 6) starting to discussing both the pesticide and the
372fertilizer problem (i.e., the time when the group explicitly stated that they now are
373starting to discuss the first or the second problem—this the most groups did—or when
374they start to discuss without such an explicit statement), (7 and 8) the first time the
375correct answer to the pesticide problem and to the fertilizer problem is mentioned (e.g.,
376when a group member said “In my opinion, RP/2 is the correct solution, because...”),
377and (9 and 10) writing down the solution to the pesticide and the fertilizer problem (i.e., ending
378time of both solving the pesticide problem and solving the fertilizer problem). Because
379only one group member was supposed to write the required information on the sheet of
380paper, they had to decide who would do this. Therefore, it was easy to measure the
381time when they started to write.
382In addition, we analyzed whether the groups between the conditions differ regarding
383whether they started collaborating by collecting information or not. If the groups started
384their collaboration by verbally collecting information, the number 1 was assigned to them,
385if not they received the number 0.

386The quality of the mutually created concept map In order to analyze the quality of the
387mutually created maps, the group maps were compared to the origin map (see Fig. 1),
388containing all concepts, relations, and background information. Five dependent variables
389were assessed: the number of correctly drawn nodes, that is, nodes with correct labels (max.
39013 attainable points), the number of correctly drawn relations, that is, start and end node of
391the relation as well as the label were correct (max. 30 attainable points), the number of
392incorrectly drawn nodes, these are nodes with wrong labels (attainable points: not limited),
393the number of incorrectly drawn relations, that is, start and/or end node and/or the label
394were wrong (attainable points: not limited), the amount of (irrelevant) background
395information (max. 13 attainable points). The groups received one point for each entry of
396each category (e.g., if the map of group xy contained 10 correct nodes, the group xy
397received 10 points for the category “correctly drawn nodes”).

398The quality of the group answers to the two problem-solving tasks In this context, it was
399differentiated between the correctness of a solution and the correctness of the reasons given
400for a correct solution. There was only one possible correct solution for the two problems.
401For each correct solution, one point was given. Only if the correct solution was found, were
402the reasons given then analyzed according to an analyzing schema with 0 points for a
403completely wrong answer and up to three points for a completely correct answer. In order to
404determine the correctness of the reasons given, they were compared to the original correct
405reasons. For each problem, there was only one line of argument. Whenever the solution was
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406wrong, 0 points were given for the reasons. Two psychologists who were familiar with this
407study material, but who were blind regarding which condition the data belonged to, acted as
408independent raters and analyzed the reasons given by the groups. The inter-rater agreements
409were calculated: Regarding the reasons given as to why they chose the correct pesticide,
410Cohen’s kappa was κ=0.97 (cf. Cohen 1960). With regard to the reasons given as to why
411they chose the correct fertilizer, Cohen’s kappa for inter-rater agreement was κ=0.96.

412Questionnaire data In addition, for corroborating the findings regarding the research
413questions, subjective data were assessed by means of five-point rating scales in a
414questionnaire in order to determine, for example, aspects of communication and
415coordination and the use of CmapTools. 416

417Results

418The analysis was based on a statistical comparison of the experimental and the control
419condition. All analyses presented here are based on the group level, that is, the group values
420are calculated as means of the values of the individuals of a group. Analysis on the group
421level was necessary, because the individuals in a group were not independent of each other.
422With regard to the 25 control measure items (e.g., experience in group work), a factor
423analysis with Varimax rotation was conducted, resulting in seven factors with eigenvalues
424higher than 1. According to Q2Bortz (1999), in a Varimax-rotated factor structure only such
425factors are interpretable that have at least four items with a loading >.60 or at least ten items
426with a loading >.40. This criterion was met only by the first three factors. The factors were
427Experience with Computers, Experience with Collaborative Problem Solving, and
428Experience with Mind Maps. For each of these factors, a univariate ANOVA was
429performed, showing that there were no significant differences between the two conditions.
430Therefore, the inclusion of a covariate was not necessary.
431As a descriptive index of strength of association between the experimental factor and a
432dependent variable, partial eta-squared values (ηp

2) are reported1 (Pierce et al. 2004).

433Manipulation check

434The objective of the manipulation check was to determine whether having access to the
435individual concept maps of the collaboration partners fosters knowledge and information
436awareness, that is, fosters knowledge of the knowledge structures and underlying
437information resources of the collaboration partners. According to the results of the study
438by Engelmann et al. (2010), it can be assumed that the availability of such individual
439concept maps leads to more knowledge and information awareness.
440The manipulation check included two types of measurements: First, the knowledge and
441information awareness test after the individual phase 2 consisted of 15 multiple-choice
442items. This test measured among others whether the groups in the experimental condition

1 Partial eta-squared value of an experimental factor is defined as “the proportion of total variance
attributable to the factor, partialling out (excluding) other factors from the total nonerror variation” (Pierce et
al. 2004, p. 918). Due to the fact that classical eta-squared values for an effect are dependent upon the
number and the magnitude of other effects, partial eta-squared values are preferred in this paper (Cohen
1973).
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443had already acquired knowledge and information awareness after the individual phase 2 by
444asking who of the others possessed specific knowledge and information (max. 30 attainable
445points).
446With regard to this test, the groups in the experimental condition achieved on average
44722.12 points (SD=2.24), that is, 73.73% of the overall score. Therefore, the analysis
448showed that, after the individual phase 2, the participants in the experimental condition had
449already acquired a certain amount of knowledge and information awareness. The
450participants of the control condition also filled in the test in order to assure the same
451procedure phases for both conditions. However, this test was a measurement taken after the
452individual phases; therefore, at that time, the participants of the control condition could not
453have acquired knowledge and information awareness yet. They could only answer items
454referring to aspects in their own map. Therefore, it was not necessary to analyze their data
455as a manipulation check.
456Second, the knowledge test after the collaborative phase consisted of 36 multiple-choice
457items. These items were classified with regard to who possessed the requested knowledge
458or information. There were four types of items:

459(1) Items asking for knowledge elements or information that only oneself had in his/her
460individual map, that is, one’s own unshared elements. (Item example for expert A:
461“Please mark which expert(s) had information about the relation between RP/2 and
462fidget-grub—Expert A, B, or C?” Only expert A had this information.).
463(2) Items asking for knowledge elements or information that only one of the collaborators
464had, that is, the unshared elements of each collaborator. (Item example for expert A:
465“Please mark which expert(s) had information about the relation between Agrosol and
466phosphate—Expert A, B, or C?” Only expert C had this information.).
467(3) Items asking for knowledge elements that oneself and one of the collaborators had,
468that is, the shared elements that one shared with one of the collaborators. (Item
469example of expert A: “Please mark which expert(s) had information about the relation
470between spruce and nitrate—Expert A, B, or C?” Only experts A and C had this
471information.).
472(4) Items asking for knowledge elements that only both collaborators had, that is, shared
473elements of the collaborators. (Item example of expert A: “Please mark which expert
474(s) had information about the relation between spruce and phosphate—Expert A, B, or
475C?” Only experts B and C had this information.).

476477For the manipulation check, the types of items from categories 2 and 4 are especially
478interesting, assessing the acquired knowledge about the knowledge of the others. For each
479correct solution, one point was given.
480As expected, the analysis of this knowledge test after the collaborative phase revealed—
481regarding the item category 4—a better performance for the experimental groups(ME=6.22)
482as compared to the control groups (MC=5.13) regarding knowledge about information that
483only the two other experts had (F(1,38)=5.43; MSE=2.21; p<.05; ηp

2=.13) (max. 9
484attainable points). However, in contrast to our expectation, no significant difference
485regarding the unshared elements of each collaborator—that is, item category 2—was found
486(F<1). It is interesting to note that compared to the experimental groups, the groups in the
487control condition achieved a higher performance for knowledge of information than only
488the individual expert (oneself) possessed (MC=5.28; ME=4.66; F(1,38)=5.22; MSE=0.73;
489p<.05; ηp

2=.12) (max. 7 attainable points) (item category 1). Regarding items on elements
490that one shares with one of the collaborators (item category 3), no significant difference
491occurred(F<1).
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492The results of both manipulation checks confirmed to a large extent our expectation that
493the environment applied fosters knowledge and information awareness.

494Results of collaboration processes

495In order to test the expectation postulating that the experimental groups start earlier
496with problem-solving processes compared to the groups in the control condition, the
497video and audio files were analyzed. The results of the analysis confirm this hypothesis:
498The experimental groups started significantly earlier, both in discussing the first
499problem on pesticides (MC=727.4 sec.; ME=232.1 sec.; F(1,38)=11.53; MSE=
500212886.44; p<.01; ηp

2=.23), as well as in discussing the follow-up problem on fertilizers
501(MC=1421.3 sec.; ME=864.9 sec.; F(1,38)=15.73; MSE=196890.28; p<.01; ηp

2=.29). In
502addition, the experimental groups ended significantly sooner, both in drawing the first
503part of the map regarding the pesticide problem(MC=1204.0 sec.; ME=782.4 sec.;
504F(1,38)=11.09; MSE=156096.58; p<.01; ηp

2=.23), as well as in drawing the second part
505of the map to solve the fertilizer problem (MC=1499.7 sec.; ME=1130.4 sec.; F(1,38)=
5069.66; MSE=141093.25; p<.01; ηp

2=.20). Furthermore, the experimental condition solved
507the fertilizer problem significantly faster compared to the control condition (MC=
5081561.4 sec.; ME=1211.3 sec.; F(1,38)=5.18; MSE=112174.25; p<.05; ηp

2=.23). Figure 5
509presents a diagram showing the time differences between the two conditions with regard
510to starting or ending problem-solving activities.
511The expectation is also confirmed by the results that, at the beginning of the
512collaborative phase, only in the control condition was verbal information collected, but
513not in the experimental condition (MC=0.7 sec.; ME=0.0 sec.; F(1,38)=44.33; MSE=.11;
514p<. 01; ηp

2=.54).

Fig. 5 Time distribution of problem-solving activities in the experimental and the control condition. (start
map1 / end map1: start / end of creating the first map part for solving the pesticide problem; start map2 / end
map2: start / end of creating the second map part for solving the fertilizer problem; start ps1 / end ps1: start to
discussing / writing down the solution to the pesticide problem; start ps2 / end ps2: start to discussing /
writing down the solution to the fertilizer problem; correct solution1 / correct solution2: first time the correct
answer to the pesticide problem / fertilizer problem is mentioned)
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515Results of group concept maps

516Regarding the group maps, the control groups drew more correct relations (MC=23.3; ME=
51719.5; F(1,38)=6.42; MSE=23.72; p<.05; ηp

2=.19) as compared to the experimental
518condition. However, there were no significant differences between the conditions with
519regard to incorrectly drawn relations (MC=2.2; ME=1.3; F(1,38)=1.18; MSE=6.85; p=.28)
520or concepts (F<1). In addition, the groups in the control condition included more irrelevant
521background information (MC=8.6; ME=4.6; F(1,38)=10.12; MSE=16.02; p<.01; ηp

2=.21).

522Results of problem-solving tasks

523The analysis of the problem-solving tasks showed no significant differences between the
524conditions regarding the number of correct answers to the pesticide problem (MC=0.7;
525ME=0.9; F(1,38) = 1.27; MSE=0.18; p=.27) and with regard to the reasons given as to
526why they chose the correct pesticide (MC=1.4; ME=2.1; F(1,38)=3.29; MSE=1.49;
527p=.08; ηp

2=.08).
528By contrast, regarding the number of correct answers to the fertilizer problem (MC=0.55;
529ME=0.95; F(1,38)=10.31; MSE=0.16; p<.01; ηp

2=.21), as well as regarding the reasons
530given as to why they chose the correct fertilizer (MC=0.85; ME=2.1; F(1,38)=22.53;
531MSE=0.69; p<.01; ηp

2=.37), the experimental condition attained a significantly higher
532performance compared to the control condition.

533Results of questionnaire data

534With regard to the 57 questionnaire items that were answered by participants of both
535conditions at the end of the study, three factor analyses with Varimax rotation were
536necessary in order to conform to the factor analyses requirement regarding the ratio
537between the number of items and the number of cases.
538In the first factor analysis, all items on the general evaluation of the study, the use of
539CmapTools, and the group performance were included (23 items). This resulted in eight
540factors with eigenvalue >1. However, only one factor had at least four items with loadings
541over >.60 and, therefore, was interpretable (cf. Bortz 1999). This factor was named
542“General Estimation of the Group Performance.” However, an ANOVA did not result in a
543significant difference between the conditions regarding this factor (F<1).
544In a second factor analysis, all items evaluating the teamwork in general and its
545helpfulness as well as items evaluating the communication were included (18 items). The
546analysis revealed, according to Bortz (1999), only two interpretable factors, namely, the
547factor “Liking the Team Work” and the factor “Helpfulness of Teamwork for Acquiring a
548Domain Content Overview.” For each factor, a univariate ANOVA was performed.
549However, only for the second factor could a significant difference be found: For the
550groups in the control condition, the teamwork was more helpful for identifying information
551gaps, for acquiring an overview of the information, and for understanding the relations
552between information elements, compared to the groups in the experimental condition (MC=
5530.6; ME=−0.6; F(1,38)=23.71; MSE=0.98; p<.01; ηp

2=.38).
554A third factor analysis with 16 items on coordination and group atmosphere resulted,
555according to Bortz (1999), in one interpretable factor named “Fostering and Maintenance a
556Positive Group Atmosphere.” An ANOVA showed a significant difference between the
557conditions: The groups in the experimental conditions evaluated the group atmosphere
558more positively and tried more strongly to foster a positive group atmosphere compared to
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559the groups of the control condition (MC=−0.3; ME=0.3; F(1,38)=5.05; MSE=0.91; p<.05;
560ηp

2=.12).
561The results of the six items that were only answered by participants of the experimental
562conditions may only be reported descriptively. These data show that the experimental
563groups, by marking a five-point rating scale with the number one for “no agreement” and
564the number five for “complete agreement,” evaluated the others’ maps for fostering
565knowledge and information awareness as useful (ME=4.4; SDE=0.4), as essential (ME=3.8;
566SDE=0.6), and as helpful (1) for acquiring a clear idea of the others’ knowledge (ME=4.3;
567SDE=0.5), (2) for avoiding misunderstanding (ME=4.2; SDE=0.4), (3) for each other’s
568understanding regarding the individual contents (ME=4.3; SDE=0.4), and (4) for
569recognizing the similarities and differences of the experts’ knowledge (ME=4.2; SDE=0.7).

570Discussion and conclusions

571In this paper, the importance of enhancing knowledge and information awareness for newly
572formed groups whose members collaborate virtually by means of computer support is
573demonstrated. Knowledge and information awareness is defined as being aware of both the
574others’ knowledge and the others’ access to information upon which their knowledge is
575based (cf. Engelmann et al. 2010). Knowledge and information awareness was fostered by
576means of digital concept maps providing the conceptual knowledge of the collaboration
577partners, as well as the background information underlying this knowledge.
578In the present study, an experimental condition, provided with digital concept maps
579representing the partners’ knowledge and information, and a control condition, working
580without them, are compared. The results from the collaboration analysis showed, as
581expected, that the groups of the experimental condition started significantly earlier
582discussing both the pesticide problem and the fertilizer problem. They were also
583significantly faster in creating the pesticide map portion, as well as the fertilizer map
584portion, and further, they solved the fertilizer problem significantly sooner. In addition, the
585groups of the control condition often started their collaboration phase with collecting
586information, while not one group of the experimental groups did this.
587These results provide evidence that the collaboration in the experimental condition is
588more efficient compared to the control condition and that the experimental groups did not
589have the need to collect information. By being provided with the external representations of
590all collaborators’ knowledge and information, they had all the information they needed to
591start with the problem-solving process.
592The analysis of the group concept maps provide evidence that the groups of the control
593condition used the group map mainly to collect all of the information they had in their
594individual maps. Therefore, they also included more problem-irrelevant information, such
595as background information, compared to the groups in the experimental condition. By
596contrast, the experimental groups seemed to include only such information in their maps
597that they evaluated as being helpful for problem solving. Assuming that the commonly
598created group map serves as an externalized group memory, the groups of the experimental
599condition had the advantage of having only the relevant information for solving their
600problems in their map, while the groups of the control condition still needed to pick out
601the relevant aspects.
602These findings on group maps point to different strategies in map creation between the
603two conditions, namely, as expected, to a more problem-oriented map creation in the
604experimental groups. It seems that the groups in the two conditions differ regarding at what
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605time they decide about the task-relevance of an aspect. While the groups of the control
606condition seem to make these decisions after their common map creation, the groups of the
607experimental condition seem to do this before their common map creation. It might be
608interesting in further studies or analyses to ask the groups in the different conditions directly
609about their goals during their group map creation and about the point in time when they
610evaluate the task-relevance of aspects.
611The results from analyzing the problem-solving answers have to be interpreted by
612considering that the fertilizer problem is based on the pesticide problem, that is, the
613correctness of the fertilizer problem resolution depends on the correctness of the
614pesticide problem resolution. Only if the pesticide problem is solved correctly, is it
615possible to solve the fertilizer problem. The analyses showed that the conditions did
616not differ significantly regarding the solution to the pesticide problem, but the
617experimental groups significantly outperformed the control groups regarding the
618fertilizer problem. These results, partly confirming the expectation, might be a hint
619that fostering knowledge and information awareness is especially important for solving
620more difficult tasks.
621The results of the evaluative data support the expectation that, in the groups in the
622control conditions, there is more need to work together with others in order to acquire
623knowledge about the others’ knowledge and information. In the experimental
624condition, this knowledge could be acquired by viewing the others’ digital concept
625maps. Other differences between the conditions were not found. This could be a
626confirmation that there are really no other differences between the conditions regarding
627communication and collaboration aspects or regarding the use of the software.
628However, another possible explanation could be that the questionnaire items did not
629measure the existing differences. Perhaps additional analyses of the video and audio
630files regarding communication and collaboration aspects could better reveal any
631existing differences.
632The descriptive data showed that the opportunity to acquire such knowledge by means of
633these maps is evaluated as useful and helpful. Considering the aforementioned difficulties
634of acquiring correct knowledge about the others’ knowledge in a normal way—that is, by
635evaluating others and by interaction with them—the approach applied in this study provides
636an easy way to foster knowledge about others’ knowledge and to limit or even avoid
637mistakes while developing it.
638To sum up, the expectations were to a large extent met, but have left some questions
639open that must be answered in further studies. It should be emphasized, however, that the
640results found in our study are by no means trivial: The participants in the experimental
641condition had to process the additional external representation of the other group members’
642knowledge and information. This imposes an additional cognitive load and may hinder
643working memory. However, as the results show, the additional effort does not impair the
644group performance. In contrast, the additional representations, that have to be processed,
645foster group performance.
646In addition, this study has demonstrated that CSCL environments are not necessarily
647impoverished compared to face-to-face situations regarding contextual information, but
648can even provide information that is not available in a normal face-to face situation.
649Providing group members with digital concepts maps visualizing the collaborators’
650knowledge and underlying information is a good example of what is meant here. In a
651face-to-face situation, one would not be able to see the others’ knowledge and
652underlying information. It is important to find out the relevant information aspects that
653CSCL environments need to include in order to allow a form of collaboration that is as
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654effective as—or even more effective than—collaboration in normal face-to-face
655situations.
656It was explained that to be able to communicate and collaborate efficiently, groups need
657correct knowledge about what the others know and that it is very difficult, especially in
658CSCL settings, to develop such knowledge. In this paper, a simple approach was suggested
659for fostering such knowledge by means of digital concept maps representing the knowledge
660structures and underlying information of the collaboration partners. The results of the
661empirical study show that this approach may be helpful for fostering collaboration and
662problem solving of groups in CSCL settings. Therefore, this approach frees groups from the
663need to spend a long time getting to know each other in order to develop naturally accurate
664knowledge about each others’ knowledge. This approach is in contrast to the literature that
665highlights the necessity of lengthy common training phases for the group members in
666order to develop knowledge about what the others know as required for effective
667collaboration.
668The approach presented in this paper is easy to apply in different settings and
669application fields: for example, for collaborating virtual groups in or between schools,
670universities, and organizations. However, some constraints must be considered: Not
671every domain is suited to being represented in a digital concept map. In addition, the
672amount of knowledge and information to be represented in concept maps is limited in
673order to provide a clear arrangement of the contents. Furthermore, the group size is
674limited in order to allow for an overview of all the maps of the partners. Further
675research could also investigate whether there are other possibilities for presenting
676knowledge and information representations that make it possible to apply this approach
677to larger groups or to larger amounts of knowledge and information. In this study, the
678participants were students and—because of empirical reasons—they had to solve
679problems with unique, well-defined solution paths. In contrast, real experts are often
680confronted with badly structured problems that do not have a clearly defined solution.
681Therefore, strictly speaking, this study explored the role of knowledge and information
682awareness in situations of computer-supported collaborative learning with students. The
683role of knowledge and information awareness in CSCL situations involving real experts
684will need to be investigated in further studies.
685In the current study, the individual maps were pre-created and the participants were told
686that they should imagine that they created their maps a long time ago and now have to
687review them. In order to increase ecological validity, in further studies the participants
688should create their maps themselves. For applying our method used in this study to
689fostering knowledge and information awareness in application fields, it should be
690mentioned that it indeed requires effort by each group member to externalize their own
691knowledge and to structure it. However, this method does not just require additional effort,
692it also fosters metacognitive processes that may lead to more elaboration regarding one’s
693own knowledge. Considering that a practical method was presented here for enabling newly
694formed virtual groups to collaborate efficiently, to improve their group performance, and—
695as a by-product—to foster their metacognitive processes, the results of this study are of high
696practical relevance.
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